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Science gateways (or science portals) and scientific workflows are two aspects of a general problem: improving the usability of distributed computing resources (cyberinfrastructure) in order to better enable scientific investigation and education. In this talk, we present Apache Airavata, an open source, open community software framework that can be used to build science gateways and execute scientific workflows. Despite their similarities, gateways and workflows present different challenges to software. Gateways typically support relatively simple execution patterns (single jobs or simple workflows) but must do so at scale reliably since they are used by hundreds to hundreds of thousands of users. Workflows on the other hand are more specialized to a specific researcher’s problem but may encapsulate very complicated execution patterns that utilize multiple computing resources. In Airavata, we are designing for both scenarios, and we summarize our efforts here. In summary, we are developing a component-based system with well-defined developer and internal programming interfaces that allow for us to explore issues such as scheduling and workflow algorithm development, component elasticity on clouds, and relational vs. non-relational data storage. As an open community framework, Apache Airavata accepts contributions and encourages a broad community of stakeholders. We conclude with remarks on how interested groups can become involved.